Ford focus height

Width measurements are indicated without exterior mirrors in brackets with mirrors unfolded.
Ford Fiesta. Ford Fiesta Active. Ford Focus. Ford Focus Active. Ford Focus Sportbreak. Ford
EcoSport. New Ford Puma New Ford Kuga Ford Mondeo. Ford Mondeo Sportbreak. Ford
Mustang. New Ford Mustang Mach-E Ford S-MAX. Ford Galaxy. Ford Edge. New Ford Explorer
Ford Tourneo Courier. Ford Tourneo Connect. Ford Grand Tourneo Connect. Ford Tourneo
Custom L1. Ford Tourneo Custom L2. Ford Ranger. Ford Kuga - Model replaced by the new
Kuga in Ford Ranger - Model replaced by the new Ranger in Ford Edge - Model replaced by the
new Edge in Compare Ford cars side by side Use the car comparison tool to simultaneously
compare the external dimensions and boot of three new or previous automobiles to choose
from different makes and models. Automobiles of comparable size Discover which vehicles of
any make are similar-sized to the Ford model you choose in its three dimensions of length,
width and height. Car search engine sorted by dimensions The search tool sorts new vehicles
of any make according the dimensions of length, width, height and boot capacity you specify.
Parking space simulator of Ford models Simulation of the space occupied by the dimensions of
a car parked in its parking and garage entrance. Select the model and the measurements of the
parking space. The cars shown were a 4-door sedan and 5-door hatchback , also debuting a
new 2. A 5-door estate wagon was previewed at the Geneva auto show a month later. This
generation of Focus would be the first Ford vehicle designed under the tenure of CEO Alan
Mulally and his "One Ford" plan, which aimed to leverage Ford's global resources into creating
more competitive vehicles that could be sold globally in each segment with minimal changes.
The previous North American version was thus discontinued, and the new model was launched
simultaneously in North America and Europe on March 2, , both having started production near
the end of The Ford Focus was the best-selling car in the world for The design was built on
Ford's Kinetic Design. The lights at the front have a different shape. The trapezoidal grille has
triangular features. At the rear, the hatchback tail lights are positioned lower, similar to the Ford
Fiesta. The interior has been changed from the second generation in the NA and International
versions. Ford wanted to make the Focus more upmarket so it offers two types of central
consoles: the basic is associated with smaller engines and the premium is available to more
powerful engines. This generation of Focus incorporated a redesigned cabin, changed
materials, and a new "infotainment" system. Following the industry trend towards contending,
and in keeping with the sedan's downmarket "economy car" image vs. The Focus also has
Ford's patented capless fuel tank, which doesn't require a cap to prevent siphoning. The Focus
is being promoted as a global car, [8] built in several different factories around the world, with
changes to engine line-ups and trim levels to suit regional markets and regulations. Production
locations include:. Along with the Ford Fiesta, the Focus equipped with the Ford DPS6
PowerShift transmission has received much criticism due to transmission shuddering,
including several lemon law, claims. There have been at least 6 revisions of clutch packs and
transmission control modules since inception. Newer clutch packs and transmissions are more
resistant to wear and fluid contamination, as the source of many shudder issues involved an
improperly installed seal which was leaking transmission fluid onto the dry clutches. Like in
most other non-European markets, only the 4-door sedan and 5-door hatchback are offered in
the United States and Canada. The Focus was launched with only one engine option, a 2. Mid,
Flex Fuel capability was added. The engine is a derivative of the port fuel-injected 2. For the
refresh, the EcoBoost 1. The model added 2. When black and dark blue returned they were
replaced by different shades, although the phaseout of Kona Blue in favor of Sonic Blue had
been planned. In , the formerly automatic-only Titanium model was offered with a manual
transmission. In March , Ford revised the ordering guide for the Titanium models to also have a
MyFord Touch delete option, replacing it with the non-touch version of MyFord. All now come
standard with the 5-speed manual leaving the SFE pack as the last remaining automatic-only
Focus apart from the direct-drive electric , and color choices are rearranged. Along with the
Ford Fiesta, the Focus equipped with the Ford PowerShift transmission has received much
criticism due to transmission shuddering, including several lemon law claims. Ford claims that
the transmission, a dual-clutch automatic transmission, is designed to improve fuel economy
and has issued several software upgrades for the transmission. Focus models equipped with
the conventional manual transmission have not been affected by the reliability issues. The UK
range is available in hatchback and estate wagon in a large number of trim variants including.
Most other European countries, including the Republic of Ireland, also include the four-door
saloon, unlike Britain, as previous generation sales did not sell as well in comparison with the
hatchback and estate. In , Ford recalled Ford Focus with 1. There were 29 fires related to the
engine in the U. Announced in , the Australian Focus was set for arrival in August Going on sale
would be a hatch and a sedan, in 4 trim levels and 3 powertrains. Powering the Ford Focus are 2
petrol, a 1. Ambiente coming with the 1. Power was sent through a 5 speed manual on all

models except the Titanium, and a 6-speed dual-clutch PowerShift automatic transmission is
standard on the Titanium and optional on all others standard with diesel. In Taiwan, Assembly
started by the end of In the Korean market, 2. In Japan, the 2. The Ford Focus mid-cycle facelift
Mk 3. Revisions made to the body were thinner and sharper headlights, a new trapezoidal grille,
giving the front more sporting intent than the previous model. The new front end is similar to
that of the Mondeo as well as the facelifted Fiesta , while also inspired by the Ford Evos concept
as well as various Aston Martin vehicles. On Titanium and Titanium X the grille is chrome, and
on other versions, it is black mesh. The ST features a Black honeycomb grille. The front
fog-lights were also changed. At the rear on the hatchback, the rear lights were changed, so that
they appear sharper, and less clumsy. The estate and saloon, saloon is not available in Britain ,
also had subtle revisions to their rears too. Inside, the multitude of buttons on the dashboard
was removed and replaced by an all-new eight-inch touchscreen. The quality of plastics
improved, and the steering wheel was changed to a three-spoke. The new 1. The 2. It was
revealed in the production variant at the Geneva Motor Show and featured at the Goodwood
Festival of Speed. Mechanical improvements to the facelifted Ford Focus are chassis revisions
to all versions, to make the car more planted on the road, and the steering is also sharper than
the pre-facelift model, while also offering greater feedback for greater driving pleasure and fun,
which has been the trademark of the Focus since it launched back in This engine - an updated
version of the same engine from the previous model, allowing it to breathe better with improved
intake and exhaust manifolds. The improvements also mean that the engine has been updated
to EU5 norms from - EU6 norms. From , the 1. It was discontinued in This all-new engine
replaces the 1. The engine comes equipped with either Ford-Getrag's Durashift B6 manual
gearbox or with a new Torque Converter automatic 6F35 available on the Focus for the first
time. Just like the petrol Duratec, this diesel engine was upgraded for emissions and economy
for the third-generation Focus. The engine as of has been replaced by the 1. An all-new engine
as of , replaces the older 1. The top of the range diesel engine is highly revised and updated and
available with Ford PowerShift transmission, and the 6-speed manual. The ST features a new,
more aggressive exterior design, including a redesigned front bumper with larger air intakes
and grille, larger rear wing, wider side sills, center-exit exhaust, and alloy wheels. Inside, the car
receives a trio of additional gauges mounted in the dashboard, faux-carbon fiber trim, and sport
seats with body-colored inserts and stitching. Differences between the US and European
models besides the lack of the wagon model outside Europe and Federally-required amber side
reflectors are limited to paint and trim: Euro ST1s get all-cloth Recaro seats while U. Ford gave
six ST-badged Focuses to the production team. Updates were made to the front and rear fascias
to coincide with the changes implemented in the standard Focus, including the lights, grille, and
rear diffuser. The availability of 5-door hatchback and estate wagon body styles remained
unchanged. For the European markets, a 2. Pricing and badging is the same for petrol and
diesel models. The new RS was expected to arrive towards the end of in Europe and the rest of
the world; in North America it will arrive after As well as that, the new Focus RS will be fitted
with Drive Modes â€” including an industry-first Drift Mode that allows controlled oversteer
drifts â€” and Launch Control. The RS will boast a model-specific aerodynamic package that
helps to differentiate it from other Focus models. Ford Performance released Final Edition
vehicles with a new Quaife mechanical limited-slip differential. However, there were no
upgrades to the power and torque figures from previous model years. Gloss black roof, spoiler,
and mirror caps were added to differentiate the Final Edition. S drivers and for Canada. The
Ford Focus was promoted in The Amazing Race , a reality show featuring 11 teams racing
around the world. The Focus was used in a few seasons as the mode of transportation for the
racers. In the 18th installment, the Ford Focus was also used as a prize for the first team that
completes a leg of the race. It was driven by Richard Hammond , who modified the car by
removing the wheels and putting on caterpillar tracks. He also repainted the car from blue to
black. A crossover named the Ford Focus Active was planned to be imported from China. It was
planned to be sold in North America for the model year. Only models sold in Continental Europe
and the British Isles are shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For a complete overview of all Focus models, see Ford Focus.
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Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive Focus RS only. Ford global C-car platform
[1]. Ford Focus fourth generation. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Personal
luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. City car. Fiesta I.
Fiesta II. Fiesta IV. Fiesta V. Fiesta III. Fiesta VI. Fiesta VII. Small family car. Escort Vb. Escort VI.
Focus I. Focus II. Focus IV. Large family car. Sierra I. Sierra II. Mondeo I. Mondeo II. Mondeo III.
Mondeo IV. Executive car. Granada II. Scorpio II. Mustang VI. Small SUV. Medium SUV. Maverick
I. Maverick II. Kuga I. Kuga II. Kuga III. Large SUV. Explorer Hybrid. Compact MPV. C-MAX I.
Large MPV. S-MAX I. Galaxy I. Galaxy II. Galaxy III. Courier III. Courier IV. Transit Courier. Transit
Connect I. Transit Connect II. Transit Custom. Transit II. Transit III. Transit IV. Transit V. Transit
VI. Ranger I. Ranger II. Ranger III. Falcon Ute. Falcon Van. Subcompact SUV. Compact SUV.
Mid-size SUV. During its eight years in production, the Ford Focus was the most popular family
car in Britain. It's designed to appeal to as many people as possible, and that's obvious when
you look at its size. Its dimensions are distinctly average, with Ford hoping that it's neither too
big nor too small for most of the population and their parking spaces. But there is one important
area in which the Focus lags behind its rivals such as the Vauxhall Astra and VW Golf : boot
space. You'll run out of room for luggage far more quickly than most cars in its class. The brand
new Ford Focus offers considerably more luggage space and other improvements, including
much-modernised technology. But you can pick up a previous-generation car for much, much
less. Scroll down for full details of the car's dimensions and click through to our full Ford Focus
buying guide for more information about the car. With the mirrors included it's just over two
metres wide, which is normal for this size of car. The Focus has less space in the back than
alternative cars, such as the Astra and Seat Leon. That's despite the average length of the
wheelbase. The Focus shows its age when you open its bootlid: with litres of space, the
luggage area is smaller than most family cars, and well behind the litre Peugeot and gargantuan
litre Skoda Octavia. Standard split-fold rear seats shown below do mean that you can increase
the luggage area and sit up to two passengers in the back. If you want a Focus but are put off by
the amount of space in the boot, then the Ford Focus estate is worth considering, which has all
of the good bits of the hatchback and a bigger boot. From the front seats, the Focus is a
spacious and airy car but it's not quite as roomy in the back. There's space for two adults to sit
comfortably, but three is a squeeze. The Focus' older design can't compete with newer cars like
the Vauxhall Astra and Volkswagen Golf , where there is more legroom to stretch out. Find Ford
Focus offers on new and used cars. Follow these guidelines and they will further limit the load
that the Focus can pull. The Ford Focus' kerbweight takes into account an almost-full fuel tank,
68kg to represent the driver and another 7kg for luggage. A weight of between kg and kg is
fairly standard for a family hatchback. The lack of excess weight helps to keep the car's fuel
economy at respectable levels and also contributes to the Focus' agile cornerng ability. A 55
litre fuel tank on Ford Focus petrol cars should allow most models to go miles between fill-ups.
The tank is slightly smaller, at 53 litres on some diesel cars but because these are more efficient
than petrol versions, the range is usually a little longer. A litre fuel tank is fitted to diesel
Focuses with a large 2-litre engine. Drive efficiently and you can eke out the range to miles

between fill-ups - enough to go from Folkestone, Kent to Nice, in the South of France, on one
tank. The smaller the turning circle of a car, the less space you need to turn it round, reducing
the prospect of you having to carry out a point turn in narrow streets. The Focus needs 11m to
turn itself in the opposite direction in one move, which is fairly standard for this type of car. For
extra manoeuvrability, the car is available with a self-parking system, which will steer the car
automatically into a parking space, while you control the accelerator and brake. Ford Focus
Hatchback. BuyaCar team Sep 30, Ford Focus deals. See related. Best used hatchbacks. Best
used family cars: sturdy, spacious and great value. Ford Focus towing capacity Towing
capacity: braked - kg Towing capacity: unbraked - kg Ford Focus weight The Ford Focus'
kerbweight takes into account an almost-full fuel tank, 68kg to represent the driver and another
7kg for luggage. Ford Focus turning circle Compared to similar cars Turning circle 11m
Average. Read more about: hatchbacks. Latest advice. Ford Focus dimensions: exterior. New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Ford Focus Features and Specs Year Trim
Select Trim. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code Fuel System Gasoline Direct
Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts
NA. Transmission Order Code 44W. Number of Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 4.
Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy
and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without
mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum
Ground Clearance inches NA. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger
Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room
inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches
Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions.
Trunk Space cubic feet Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock NA.
Front Suspension Type Strut. Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel.
Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 17
X 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 17 X 7. Rear Wheel Material
Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire Size
Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight,
dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA.
Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb
Weight pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity amps NA. Engine: 2. Wheels: 17" Polished
Aluminum. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Select configuration:.
SE Hatchback. Body Type. Seating capacity. Trunk Volume. Fuel Economy. Performance Specs
Engine and Transmission Engine. Steering Steering Type. Wheels Front Wheel Size.
Suspension Front Suspension. Tires Front Tire. Fuel Tank Fuel Tank Capacity. Dimensions and
Measurement Exterior Dimensions Length. Interior Space Seating Capacity. Weight and Towing
Curb Weight. Colors and Materials Standard Exterior Colors. Optional Exterior Colors. Bluetooth
Connection. Hard Disk Drive Media Storage. Premium Sound System. Satellite Radio. Smart
Device Integration. WiFi Hotspot. Auxiliary Audio Input. Entertainment System. MP3 Player.
Interior Trim Bucket Seats. Cloth Seats. Leather Seats. Leather Steering Wheel. Premium
Synthetic Seats. Vinyl Seats. Woodgrain Interior Trim. Comfort Head-Up Display. Na
fisher snow plow parts diagram
w163 fuel filter replacement
yamaha blaster wiring diagram for ignition
vigation System. Steering Wheel Audio Controls. Power Liftgate. Power Mirror s. Adaptive
Cruise Control. Automatic Parking. Climate Control. Cooled Front Seat s. Cooled Rear Seat s.
Cruise Control. Hands-Free Liftgate. Heated Front Seat s. Heated Rear Seat s. Heated Steering
Wheel. Keyless Entry. Power Driver Seat. Power Passenger Seat. Remote Engine Start. Remote
Trunk Release. Seat Memory. Universal Garage Door Opener. Keyless Start. Navigation from
Telematics. Cross-Traffic Alert. Rear Parking Aid. Blind Spot Monitor. Lane Departure Warning.
Lane Keeping Assist. Night Vision. Tire Pressure Monitor. Brake Assist. Stability Control.
Traction Control. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Side Crash Rating. Rollover Rating. Airbags
Driver Air Bag. Front Head Air Bag. Front Side Air Bag. Knee Air Bag. Passenger Air Bag. Rear
Head Air Bag. Rear Side Air Bag. Seatbelt Air Bag. Warranty Warranty Summary Basic. Now
Buzzing. Industry News. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price.

